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1 NATURAL TURF FIELD MARKING PAINT
America’s #1 Athletic Field Marking Paint
Not standard. Industry standard.

Brite Stripe®

Brite Stripe® Colors:

Brite Stripe is the number one choice at the
pro, collegiate, high school, and recreational
levels throughout North America because it
delivers an MVP performance every time.
• The go-to premium paint for those who
expect a long-lasting performance and
bright field markings
• High flying colors that are bright and
durable even when diluted
• No harm to grass or its growth
• Dilutable up to 3:1

Custom colors available.

White

Soccer
Yellow

Vegas Gold

Yellow

Old Gold

Orange

Pink

Red

Dark
Burgundy

Dark Garnet

Burgundy

Maroon

Sky Blue

Light Blue

Blue

Navy Blue

Dark Blue

Purple

Green

Dark Green

Silver

Gray

Black

Gloss Black

Brown

AVAILABLE:

metallic and
fluorescent colors
Call 800-877-1500 for
more details

Brite Stripe® Chalk

Brite Stripe® Airless
Many of our customers claim that Brite Stripe Airless
is the brightest line they’ve ever seen.
• Designed exclusively for airless striper applications
• Optimized viscosity for spraying through airless machines without diluting
• Contains a slight blue tint for whiter, brighter, lines
Available in standard and custom colors

• A very temporary marking paint for natural grass
• Perfect for short-term special events, camps, drills
or instances when a quick field turnaround is needed
• Removes with water, rain, or over time with normal wear
Available in all standard and custom Brite Stripe colors

Brite Stripe® Temporary
• A temporary marking paint for natural grass
• More durable than chalk but less than other field
marking paints
• Perfect for special events or games
Available in all standard and custom Brite Stripe colors

Brite Stripe® Pre-Mix
The same great features you expect from Brite Stripe,
but already pre-diluted 50/50 for you.
• Viscosity optimized for spraying
• Designed to adhere to grass blade better than paint
simply diluted 50/50
Available in standard and custom colors
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Hampden-Sydney College
Hampden Sydney, VA

GameDay®

GameDay® Wheel-to-Wheel

When your game is on the line.®
• A top-of-the-line field marking paint at an attainable price
• Mixed with a higher concentration of super premium pigment
and optical brighteners than other natural grass marking 		
paints
• Eye-pleasing optic whites and fan-stunning custom color 		
matches
• Also available as GameDay Pre-Mix and Airless
• Dilutable up to 1:1

• A variation of our super-premium Game Day paint that is for
mulated with a special viscosity for wheel-to-wheel line marking
machines.
• Popular on soccer pitches, rugby fields, and grass tennis courts
• Ready to use, no need to dilute

GameDay® colors are customized to the
specifications of each individual customer.

MAX™ TKO
Knocks Out the Competition.
For large jobs that need to stand out,
MAX TKO is the paint for you.
• Highly concentrated premium athletic 		
field marking paint
• Provides long-lasting, brilliant lines and
logos
• Dilutable up to 5:1

MAX™ TKO Colors:
White

Yellow

Orange

Red

Blue

GameDay® Quick Cure
• A variation of our premium Game Day paint that is specially
designed to cure faster and will not rewet
• Alternative for locations with higher humidity or heavy dew
• Ready to use, no need to dilute

MAX™
The Brilliant, Unbeatable White.
MAX combines a dense and rich formula
with great brighteners for closeup-ready
results.
• White lines that are up to 500% brighter
• Exclusive white blend containing 150%
more prime hiding pigments
• An affordable premium paint
• Dilutable up to 4:1
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Environmentally-Friendly Field Paints
Zero-VOC’s. Zero compromise. Brighter, “greener”, better-performing field marking paints.

Brite Stripe® Ultra-Friendly

GameDay® Ultra-Friendly

StarLine™

Thousands of customers agree... Brite Stripe
Ultra-Friendly is Brighter, Whiter and Longer-Lasting.
• The same great performance as you’ve come
to expect from Brite Stripe with Zero VOCs.

When your game is on the line. GameDay
gives your field premium performance at an
attainable price.
• Recognized by the U.S. EPA for it’s NO-VOCs
and safer chemistry

• Ultra-Friendly to the environment and durable

• Mixed with a higher concentration of premium
pigment and optical brighteners than other
natural grass marking paints

Quality, ease and performance. VOC-free
field marking paint designed for the StarLiner™
electric field striping machine.
• The StarLine Ultra-Friendly field lining system
is the easy, affordable, green way to produce
crisp, bright lines

• Dilutable up to 3:1
• Available in Airless & Pre-Mix

®

• Dilutable up to 1:1
• Available in Airless and Pre-Mix

Ultra-Friendly Colors:
*

White

Yellow

Pink

Orange

Red

*

Blue

Purple

Black

*=

Hear it Straight from Our Customers.
I have been using Pioneer Athletics paints

“We are always looking for more

for over 10 years and started using the

environmentally conscious ways of doing

Ultra Friendly paints approximately 2

things. A paint with zero VOC’s made our

years ago. It makes me proud to know

decision easy.”

that I am using a paint that is eco-friendly
to the environment, turfgrass and for the
children that play on our fields.
Travis E. Sales
City of Mesquite
Assistant Director of Parks and Recreation

“With the brightest lines and less frequent
painting, Brite Stripe Ultra-Friendly saves
us time and money.”
Peter Thibeault, CSFM
Director of Buildings and Grounds
Special Projects and Construction
Noble and Greenough School
Dedham, MA

• StarLine paint comes in a 2-1/2 gallon,
resealable and recyclable container

4 FIELD MARKING MACHINES
StarLiner™
• Easy-to-use field liner with a long-lasting,
rechargeable battery
• “Plug & Stripe” technology - simply plug the
custom, self-sealing container into StarLiner
and stripe with ease
• Convenience of an aerosol striper with the
premium look of Pioneer’s Ultra-Friendly
paints
• Optional 6’ spray wand attachment
STAR

StarLiner™ Features:

On/Off switch
for spraying

Handle folds for
transportation

Comes with four
spray tips

Telescoping
spray arm

Quick-disconnect
paint line

Star P.H.D. Ultra-Friendly
Clean your StarLiner as conveniently and easily as you paint with it. Star P.H.D.
Ultra-Friendly is tailored for simplicity and environmental friendliness. Just pop off
the paint box and plug in the P.H.D. Keep your StarLiner looking and working the
way it did on day one, and extend its life, with fast-acting Star P.H.D. Ultra-Friendly.
• Specifically designed to offer “Plug
and Clean” technology
• Star P.H.D. Ultra-Friendly comes in a resealable
and recyclable container
• Recognized by the EPA’s “Safer Choice” program
STARP1

“I love StarLine paint! I stripe several high school fields

“StarLiner operates very easily, from maintenance,

throughout the area and receive many compliments.

to painting to cleanup. I would recommend Star-

StarLine paint is much brighter than aerosols and stands

Line paint over aerosol because of the coverage,

up better on grass. It is more durable, longer lasting, but

brightness and durability.”

most of all, it looks more professional than any aerosol

Mike Wald
Bismarck Park & Rec
Bismarck, ND

I have used in the past.”
John Farmer
Bossier City, LA
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MAX™ Aerosol

Quik Stripe®

PVIP™

Exclusive MAX formula comes with proven
MAX performance in a jumbo aerosol can.
• MAX is the solution for those who want
the brilliance of MAX liquid bulk paint
with the convenience of an aerosol

Count on Quik Stripe, the industry-leading
aerosol marking paint in a standard size can for
those who care most about their fields.
• So ready-to-use, and quick drying,
it’s built right into the name

The versatile aerosol paint in a jumbo
size can outfitted with value, performance,
brightness and paint crew satisfaction.
• Save time and money, plus get 22%
more paint than our standard size can

• MAX uses premium pigments and
a rich formula for more prime hiding

• The best in brightener technology
with no clogs, waste or mess

• Durable and dependable on game days

• No harm to grass or its growth

• Crisp, clear lines even in severe
weather

Available in 21 high-performance colors.

• All without clogs, waste and mess
• No harm to grass or its growth
PVIP available in Arctic White only.

• No harm to grass or its growth
Available in 21 high-performance colors.

MAX™ and Quick Stripe® Colors:
Arctic White

Soccer
Yellow

Sun Yellow

Yellow Gold

Fluorescent
Orange

Old Gold

Vegas Gold

Light Blue

Blue

Royal Blue

Navy Blue

Midnight
Blue

Royal
Purple

Green

Pink

Red

Dark Garnet

Burgundy

Maroon

Gray

Black

MAX™ Chalk
Temporary marker for natural grass and
synthetic turf. Tested for use on synthetic turf.
• Jumbo size can that’s perfect for creating 		
temporary field markings for camps and 		
drills or other temporary marking, even on 		
concrete
• Can be sprayed with a Pioneer Aerosol
Striping Machine, Marking Stick, Pistol,
or by hand.

MAX™ Chalk Colors:
White

Yellow

Red

Blue

Orange
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Quik Stripe
Aerosol Striper

MAX
Aerosol Striper

Premium
Aerosol Striper

Premium 2-Can
Aerosol Striper

• Works with paints in our
standard size aerosol can

• Works with paints in our
jumbo size aerosol can

• Cover both sides of the grass
blades in a single pass

• Large, 10” semi-pneumatic
wheels and wide axles
provide a smooth roll

• Large, 10” semi-pneumatic
wheels and wide axles
provide a smooth roll

• 8” pneumatic wheels roll
smoothly over rough fields
and provide crisp striping

QSM

MVPM1

Use with:

• Works with paints in our
jumbo size aerosol can

Use with:

Use with:

Aerosol Marking Pistol

• New design for increased durability
and usability

• New design for increased durability
and usability

• Available for both standard & jumbo 		
size cans

• Available for both standard & jumbo
size cans

• Longer and easier than ever before
with a ergonomic grip and
responsive finger-tip trigger

• Comfortable, free-hand marking

• Gets you closer to stencils
• Enjoy lightweight, sturdy
construction
MAX, PVIP & GAMELINE - PSTICK
QUIK STRIPE - QSTICK

MVPM2

PVIPPM

Aerosol Marking Stick

• Comfortable, free-hand marking

• Designed with pneumatic wheels
for our jumbo size aerosol can

• Gets you closer to stencils
MAX, PVIP & GAMELINE - PVIPMPP
QUIK STRIPE - QSMPP

Use with:
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Airless Field Marking Machines

®

The newest advances in industry proven airless striping technology.
Performance. Affordability.

Brite Striper® 3000
& Brite Striper® 3000 SP
Power and versatility in an affordable
airless sprayer. Pioneer’s airless stripers
offer the newest advances in industry
proven airless striping technology, the
highest level of performance and a
model to fit every budget.

Both models feature:
• Sturdy and lightweight frame
• Phenomenal reach thanks to a 50’
hose for logos and wide-area spraying
• Smooth ride, even on rough fields,
thanks to large pneumatic tires and
optional floating spray box
• Steady, adjustable air pressure
from 0-3000 PSI
• Warranty-backed Honda GX160 engine

®

Brite Striper® 3000 SP (Self-Propelled)
adds:
• Breakthrough belt-and-chain drive
system and adjustable speed
to deliver great, straight lines
• Optional 15-gallon paint hopper

B r ite S tr ip e r ® 3 0 0 0 a n d 3 0 0 0

Brite Striper® 3000SP and Brite Striper® 3000

Adjustable
handle &
storage
compartment

Honda GX160
engine

Pressure
adjustment
control

Pressure
gauge

Nozzle
atomizes
paint for great
coverage

Brite Striper® 3000SP

Self-propelled
system
engagement
handle

Graco® FieldLazer S100

Graco® FieldLazer S90

Graco® LineLazer 3400

• A tall-wheel, lightweight cart de
signed for rough terrain

• Graco® electric high-pressure airless 		
paint spray technology

• Easy-to-reach operator controls
located on the handle, including
a safety shut-off switch for quick
shutdown

• 12 V rechargeable battery lasts for
10 soccer fields or one football field
per charge

With the LineLazer you get:
• The ability to place guns near
the rear axle for applying
straighter long lines and
smooth curved lines

• A dependable Honda GX35 4-stroke
engine

• Coats both sides of grass blade in a 		
single pass
• Reduced paint consumption vs. low pres
sure systems

• Better gun visibility
• A reliable Honda GX120 engine

Optional
15-gallon
paint hopper
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Battery
Powered

Brite Striper® 1100

Brite Striper® 1400

Battery-operated versatility, professional results. Handle all
your athletic fields with ease and get the results you want. No
need to compromise.
• Premium 12V battery with charger (included)
• 4-position handle
• Fully-adjustable 2” - 8” spray box
• Easy-to-clean, just flush with 5-gallon pail of fresh water
• Draws from 3 or 5-gallon pail
• Semi-pneumatic wheels to guide over rough terrain
• Optional hook up for any Pioneer hand hose

CO2-Powered Simplicity. Professional performance
with simplicity of operation and control - and no gas.
• CO2 powered for about 210 gallons of paint per tank
• 7-gallon stainless steel tank
• 4-position handle
• 24” wand with 12’ hand hose
• Semi-pneumatic wheels to guide over rough terrain
• Optional 2-headed sprayer, 12-gallon stainless steel
tank upgrade and Power Clean tank cleaning system
7 GALLON TANK - BS1400
12 GALLON TANK - BS1400U

BS1100

Brite Striper® 1500

Brite Striper® 2000

The favorite of over 4,000 customers. Universities, high
schools, parks and recreation departments, and professional
teams rely on their Brite Striper 1500.
• Honda GX100 Engine
• 7-gallon stainless steel tank
• 4-position handle
• 24” wand with 12’ hand hose
• Semi-pneumatic wheels to guide over rough terrain
• Optional Power Clean tank cleaningsystem

Self-propelled, hydraulic-driven bliss.
With the 2000 you get self-propelled forward and reverse
without slippage or pushing.
• Honda GX120 Engine
• 12-gallon stainless steel tank
• Variable speed, hydraulic drive, self-propelled
drive system with reverse
• 4-position handle
• 24” wand with 12’ hand hose
• Semi-pneumatic wheels to guide over rough terrain
• Optional Power Clean tank cleaning system
• Optional 2-headed sprayer

Brite Striper® 1600
• Same as Brite Striper 1500 but with an upgraded 12 gallon
tank and standard 2-headed sprayer

BS2000HPC

BS1500H
BS1600

No
Pressure
Machine

Wheel-to-Wheel Line Painter
A simple, durable and easy to operate liquid transfer line painter.
Paint is transferred from the 15 liter (3.96 gal.) hopper to a 4”
wide marking wheel – providing even and accurate lines. The unit
features adjustable, steel tube handles and pneumatic tires.
W2W
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Battle Boards

Heavy Duty Lining String

Basic Lining String

Heavy-duty, yet highly flexible plastic boards used
for masking while painting precise, straight lines
or sharp, crisp curves on the field.

• 1/8’’ hollow braid monofilament polyethylene string
• Rugged and durable
• Available in 500 ft. and 1,200 ft. lenghts

• 1,100 ft. of #30 premium twisted nylon
twine
• Lightweight, but strong
• Available in white, yellow and pink

LM500C, LM1200C

White-TWINE
Yellow-TWINY
Pink-TWIMP

4’ x 1’ - BB4

Marksmart Football
Kit Shown Here

Marksmart™ System

EZ Stringer

• Eliminates the need for repeated field 		
measuring and staking
• Sockets permanently locate and identify
line intersections
• Simply insert pegs into sockets and attach
string
• Follow string lines to paint field
• Available systems: basic, football, intramural and soccer
• Individual components also available

• Durable solid aluminum spool and
steel rod backbone
• Ergonomic design maximizes productivity by
minimizing operator fatigue and discomfort
• Handle on spool for fast field layout
• Includes: 1 Easy-Stringer, 1 Pair of Gloves,
1 Drill Attachment, & 1000 or 3000 feet of
string pre-spooled

(Power String Winder)

EZWINDER,EZWINDER3

Basic Cord & Reel
• Easy-to-use guide for the layout process
• Utilizing the kit will cut your layout
time significantly
• Kit comes with stakes and hammer
• Available for football, baseball, soccer
field hockey, boys and girls lacrosse and
general use with 500’ or 1200’ of cord
• Cord and reel lining stakes also avail-		
able separately
Cord & Reel-LM500, LM1200
Stakes only-STAKELM

FOOTBALL - MSFOOT; SOCCER - MSSOCCER;
BASIC - MSBASIC; INTRAMURAL - MSINT

400’ Measuring Tape

330’ Measuring Tape

We're a Turf-Tec Distributor!

• Heavy-duty polyethylene case
• Easy-turn rewind system
• PVC coated fiberglass, doublesided tape shows feet and meters
• Other sizes available

• 330’ durable nylon-coated steel
• Sturdy construction

• We offer Turf-Tec's full line of natural turf and
synthetic turf diagnostic tools

MT400

MT330S
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Paint Mixing System
• Allows proper and thorough mixing
of field marking paint at any dilution rate
• Large, 55-gallon capacity tank with 110 volt
motor cuts your prep time so you can give
more attention to your field
• Translucent container for better paint visibility
• Fiberglass tank and lid with easy flow gate
valve allows for years of trouble-free use
• Heavy-duty, stainless steel stand allows
for dispensing into 5-gallon pails
• 1/2 HP mixing motor features ground
electrical cord with switch
• Die cast aluminum mixing blades
and stainless steel shaft and coupling
• 5-year limited warranty on tank and 2-year
warranty on motor
MIX55

Mixing System Pump

Paint Mixing Blades
• Small blade made of 304 polished stainless
steel, and designed for jobs in 1-3 gallon
pails and fits any 1/4” electric chucked
power tool
• Large blade made of 304 polished stainless
steel, designed for jobs in 5-10 gallon
containers, and fits any 1/2” electric
chucked power tool

• 6’ hose with 3/4” gasoline-style shut
off valve
• Secures directly to the pump of the
Pioneer mixing system allowing
direct transfer of paint to field marking machine tank or pail
MIX55P

SMALL - F15, LARGE - F21

Paint Strainers

Large Paint Funnel
• 13” opening allows you to dispense your
paint with less mess
FUNNEL

• 100% nylon with elastic garter-top for
1 & 5 gallon pails allows for premium
paint mixture
• 25 Per Box
1-GALLON - PS50, 5-GALLON - PS25

Reusable Paint Strainer
• Strainer inserts lie on top of any 3 or 5 gallon
open-head pail, allowing valuable material
to be poured through easily while removing
unwanted coarse particles.
• The patented lip design ensures that the
strainer always stays in place
• A great tool for cleaning parts over a pail,
while capturing cleaning solution below
PS5

Premium Lid Remover
• This lightweight aluminum lid opener 		
allows you to open paint pails in 		
seconds
LIDR

Small

Large

Eliminate the need
to remeasure your field

™
UV-resistant,
mower resistant
& highly visible.

Ground Markers

Available in six
colors.

Spiral cone base
remains in place
& is difficult to
remove.

• UV-resistant synthetic
turf tufts
• Fibers available in yellow,
blue, red, orange, white,
and green
• Recycled polypropylene
spiral cone base
• Use to mark sprinkler
heads and other potential
field hazards

• Eliminates the need to
re-measure natural grass
fields prior to painting
• Can be used on sports
fields for football, soccer,
lacrosse, field hockey,
rugby, baseball/softball,
track and field, and golf

Installs in just 3 easy steps:

1

2

3

• Highly visible and
mower resistant
Watch the installation video at:
pioneerathletics.com/pleefix

www.pioneerathletics.com
Ph. 800.877.1500 | Fax: 800.877.1511
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